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Extracellular Vesicle Production Loaded with Nanoparticles
and Drugs in a Trade-off between Loading, Yield and Purity:
Towards a Personalized Drug Delivery System
Max Piffoux, Amanda K. A. Silva,* Jean-Baptiste Lugagne, Pascal Hersen, Claire Wilhelm,
and Florence Gazeau*
vectors adapted to each patient brings
along economical as well as technical
hurdles that restrict clinical translation.
An ultimate strategy toward personalized
medicine is the use of biological material
from the patient, leveraging its inherent
adaptation to the actual molecular state of
the individual and of the pathology. In this
direction, DDS consisting of the patient
cells or of cell byproducts hold promise
as a future generation of biocamouflaged
vectors with longer circulation time,
enhanced capacity to cross biological and
physical barriers, and natural targeting
properties.[2] For example, macrophages
and mesenchymal stem cells have been
used as nanoparticle transporters with
remarkable tumor homing properties.[3]
More minimal system consists of nanoparticles encapsulated into cellular membrane ghost after cell disruption.[4] These
ghosts recapitulate some of the cell properties and dramatically change the biodistribution of nanoparticles.[5]
However, the human body possess
its own outperforming delivery device
in extracellular vesicles (EVs), which
are released by cells in a constitutive manner or in response
to stress and circulate in all body fluids.[6] Indeed EVs act as
a far-reaching intercellular communication pathway controlling cell signaling, due to their unique capability to transport
and transfer membrane proteins and lipids as well as RNA and
cytoplasm components from parental cells to distal cells.[7,8] By
conveying biological informations, EVs are active effectors in
the regulation of physiological processes, such as coagulation,[9]
immune response,[10] pregnancy[11] as well as pathologic ones
related to infection,[12] and cancer.[13]
In addition to their intrinsic roles, EVs may be engineered
to harbor exogenous therapeutic or theranostic payload.[14] In
this strategy, the aim is to translate such cell communication
effectors into an intrinsically biocompatible and personalized
delivery system. Indeed, as conveyors of biological cargoes, EVs
feature advantageous attributes of delivery vehicles: they harbor
adapted lipid and protein composition, size, and flexibility
that enable them to travel across biological membranes and
target specific cells.[15] Additionally, EVs shelter their internal
cargo, such as proteins and genomic material, from the harsh

Extracellular vesicles (EVs) released by cells and circulating in body fluids are
recognized as potent vectors of intercellular self-communication. Due to their
cellular origin, EVs hold promise as naturally targeted “personalized” drug
delivery system insofar as they can be engineered with drugs or theranostic
nanoparticles. However, technical hurdles related to their production, drug
loading, purification, and characterization restrain the translation of selfderived EVs into a clinical drug delivery system. Herein, different methods
are compared to generate and to purify EVs encapsulating iron oxide nanoparticles and a clinical photosensitizer drug (Foscan) as biocamouflaged
agents for photodynamic therapy, magnetic resonance imaging, magnetic
manipulation, and hyperthermia. Theranostic EVs are produced from drugand nanoparticle-loaded endothelial cells either by spontaneous release in
complete medium, by starvation in serum-free medium or by mechanical
stress in a microfluidic chip mimicking vessel shear stress, and purified by
ultracentrifugation or magnetic sorting. The impact of the production and
purification protocols is investigated on EV yield and size, nanoparticle and
drug cargo, and finally on their therapeutic efficacy. EV production by starvation combined with purification by ultracentrifugation may be considered a
reasonable trade-off between loading, yield, and purity for biogeneration of
theranostic EVs.

1. Introduction
Specific delivery of nanoparticles and drugs to target sites of
diseases is one of the most popular grail in nanomedicine.
However, drug delivery systems (DDS) face physical and biological barriers in the body that limit their access to the target
tissue.[1] In the aim to develop personalized medicine, multivalent targeting agents fitting the molecular profile of the patient
are expected to enhance the delivery efficiency of chemically
derived DDS. Nevertheless, the development of personalized
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extracellular environment space. The possibility of customizing EVs from patient cells with exogenous imaging tracers
and therapeutic drugs, nanoparticles or nucleic acids opens up
a wide range of therapeutic perspectives. However, the use of
EVs as personalized DDS brings along technological challenges
related to their production, loading,[16] purification, and characterization. EVs are spontaneously produced during cell culture
or released in response to a biological, chemical, or physical
trigger. EV release in complete culture medium[17] or in
response to serum or oxygen deprivation is the most common
EV production methods, mimicking the stressful conditions
of tumor microenvironment and injured tissues. Because
endothelial cells undergoing shear stress in vessels are a major
source of blood-circulating EVs, recent production approaches
also rely on mechanical methods in which precursor cells
undergo shear stress via extrusion,[18] microfluidic devices,[19]
or sequential filtration.[20] Although there are several methods
for EV production, the lack of comparison between them and
inconclusive EV characterization data make it difficult to point
out which approach is the most suited for theranostic applications and clinical translation.
Apart from production, the isolation of EVs also represents
a challenging issue considering the subcellular size range and
cofounding effects related to protein aggregate contamination. Ultracentrifugation (UC) is the most common method to
isolate EVs. A major hurdle of using ultracentrifugation-based
purification methods is the impact of G force on vesicles.
The acceleration force may lead EVs to fragment, leak their
cargo, or become activated. Besides, centrifugal acceleration of
100 000 to 200 000 g may induce vesicle fusion and protein sedimentation.[21] All these effects may influence EV properties and
purity. Therefore, other methods have been investigated for EV
isolation such as ultrafiltration,[22] immunoaffinity capture,[23]
size exclusion chromatography,[24] or magnetic sorting (for EVs
labeled with magnetic nanoparticles).[25]
Considering the multiple options to produce and purify EVs,
the best choice is unclear and comparative studies are needed.
Of note, comparative studies should be supported by in-depth
EV characterization by multiple technique analysis. Indeed,
no single analysis method may provide thorough EV characterization.[26] Techniques must be combined systematically in
the attempt to perform an EV characterization as complete as
possible.
We have shown in a previous study that cells labeled with
both magnetic nanoparticles and a clinical photosensitizer
drug (meta-tetrahydroxyphenylchlorin—mTHPC, commerciali
zed under the brand name Foscan) could release EVs incorporating together iron oxide nanoparticle and drug cargoes.
These hybrid EVs—called theranosomes—represent a biocamouflaged delivery system for cancer theranostics, combining
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and fluorescent detectability and on demand activation by laser irradiation to induce
photodynamic therapy as demonstrated in vitro and in vivo.[25]
Additionally, iron oxide nanoparticles confer magnetic properties to EVs which can be manipulated and sorted by magnetic
forces. However potential clinical translation requires optimization of production and isolation with concomitant in depth
characterization of theranosomes. Herein, we present a microfluidic method for rapid triggering of EV release by endothelial
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cells and we compared such instant mechanical stress to
conventional 3 d starvation stress or spontaneous release in
complete medium. The impact of the different production
protocols on precursor cells and offspring vesicles was investigated by imaging flow cytometry (ImageStreamX (ISX)), a high
throughput method to characterize cells, debris, and EVs. We
compared two isolation protocols to purify EVs: ultracentrifugation and magnetic sorting. Nanoparticle tracking analysis
(NTA), protein dosage characterization techniques were then
combined to ISX in order to access the yield and purity as well
as to evaluate size and loading features of the EVs obtained by
the different production and purification methods. Finally, we
tested the phototoxicity of these drug-loaded EVs on cancer
cells. The purpose of the study is to establish a benchmark for a
rational choice of production and purification methods to generate theranostic self-derived EVs.

2. Results and Discussion
In order to produce multifunctional EVs loaded with superparamagnetic nanoparticles (PM) and mTHPC photosensitizer drug (PTS), human umbilical vein endothelial cell
(HUVEC) endothelial cells were incubated with both PM and
PTS (PMPTS cells) or with PM or PTS separately, previous to
EV production (Figure 1a). Considering mechanical methods
as emergent approaches for rapid EV production,[18–20] we
investigated a microfluidic biomimetic method for EV generation. The approach is inspired by EV release in response to
shear stress in vessels and capillaries accounting for natural
EVs generation in the organism. We designed a microfluidic
device consisting of 200 parallel microchannels to induce
mechanical shear stress on cells. The forced passage of cells
into 10 µm thick, 5 µm wide, and 500 µm long microchannels
at high speed (about 16 cm s−1) (chip condition, Figure 1b–d)
leads to membrane budding and EV release. Cell passage
through microchannels could be monitored by time-lapse videomicroscopy as illustrated in Figure S1 (Supporting Information). Cells, debris, and EVs were recovered at the channels’
outlets. For the sake of comparison, EVs were also produced
by two established methods: 3 d culture in serum-free culture medium (starvation condition) and 3 d culture in culture
medium supplemented with exosome-depleted serum (serum
condition) (Figure 1).

2.1. EV Production Methods Differently Affect the Viability of
Precursor Cells and Their Release of Nanoparticles and Drug
Because cell stress dramatically influences EV generation and
properties, we first compare the impact of the different production methods on the precursor cell viability, area, circularity,
PM and PTS content, and debris formation. This multiparameter investigation was conducted by imaging flow cytometry
(ISX) which combines high throughput analysis in flow stream
and high resolution multispectral imaging.[27] ISX was used
to analyze simultaneously both the parent cells and offspring
apoptotic bodies or debris, before and after physical or starvation stress.
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Figure 1. Investigation of EV production and purification methods. A) Schematic workflow of EV production and purification method as well as the
characterization techniques performed. B) Bioinspired mechanical microfluidic method for EV production based on the effect of cell friction against
vessel walls accounting for natural release process of EVs in blood capillaries. C) Macroscopic view of microfluidic chip for EV production. D) Microscopic view of microfluidic chip for EV production featuring 200 parallel microchannels (5–10 µm wide and 500 µm long).

Figure 2 displays representative images of cells
(Figure 2A) and debris (Figure 2B) which were selected
according to their areas (Figure S2, Supporting Information).
Blebs can be observed on parent cells as well as vesicle budding, a feature quantified by the measure of cell circularity
(Figure 2C). Additionally, the release of EVs and debris has been
objectivized by loss of cell area (Figure 2D). Cell labeling with
PM by itself resulted in a fivefold increase of debris (Figure 2F)
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and a significant reduction in cell area compared to untreated
control cells (Figure 2D). However, this PM-induced stress
could be reversed by cell culture in nutritive medium, which
decreased the percentage of debris compared to the starting
PMPTS cells. Cell loading with PTS alone induced no effect in
cell area or in the percentage of debris.
The culture in exosome-depleted complete medium had
no impact on cell viability, whereas starvation and mechanical
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Figure 2. Impact of vesicle production methods on precursor cells and debris by ISX. Representative images of A) HUVEC and B) their debris
following loading with magnetic nanoparticles (PM) and photosensitizer (PMPTS), culture in exosome-depleted complete medium (Serum), culture
under serum-free starvation (Starv) or mechanical stress via the microfluidic chip (Chip). Control represents untreated cells and debris. Images were
acquired in four different channels (bright field, Aanexin–fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) green fluorescence, iodide propidium (IP) red fluorescence,
mTHPC orange fluorescence). The last column is the overlay FITC/propidium iodide. C) Cell circularity and D) cell area analyzed using IDEAS software
based on bright field cell pictures. E) Percentage of cells distributed in either viable (Anx V–/IP–), early apoptotic (Anx V+/IP–), late apoptotic (Anx V+/IP+),
or necrotic (Anx V–/IP+). F) Percentage of debris among the whole number of detected events (cells + debris). *, **, and *** indicate P < 0.05,
P < 0.01, and P < 0.001, respectively, versus control (for PM, PTS, and PMTS) or versus PMPTS (for Serum PMPTS, Starv PMPTS, and Chip PMPTS).

stress reduced the viability of double-labeled PMPTS cells by
a factor 2 and 6, respectively (Figure 2E). About half of the cell
population was in early apoptosis following starvation while
mechanical stress induced the massive late apoptosis (about
80% of the cell population). Consistently, mechanical stress
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induced the highest impact on the cell circularity, which reflects
the occurrence of cell protrusions and blebs characteristic of
apoptotic cells (Figure 2C). The reduced cell circularity following mechanical stress probably result from cell deformation during their passage through microfluidic tiny channels.
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Figure 3. Evaluating the transfer of magnetic nanoparticles and photosensitizer from cells to debris by ISX. Absolute mean pixel value in bright field
images is indicative of PM loading for A) cells and B) debris as a function of cell treatment: loading with magnetic nanoparticles (PM), loading with
magnetic nanoparticles and mTHPC photosensitizer (PMPTS), culture in exosome-depleted complete medium (Serum), culture under serum-free
starvation (Starv), or mechanical stress via the microfluidic chip (Chip). PTS fluorescence emission by C) precursor cells or D) cell debris as a function
of cell treatment. *, **, and *** indicate P < 0.05, P < 0.01, and P < 0.001, respectively, versus control (for PM, PTS, and PMPTS) or versus PMPTS
(for Serum PMPTS, Starv PMPTS, and Chip PMPTS).

Mechanical stress and, in a lesser extent, starvation stress also
reduced the cell area. This effect could be correlated to a loss
of cellular material, which may be indicative of EVs and debris
release. Indeed, the percentage of debris shifted from 30% for
starting PMPTS cells to almost 50% and 70% following starvation and mechanical stress, respectively (Figure 2F). Cell debris
may be regarded as an important parameter as they represent
the highest size fraction of EV population comprising apoptotic
bodies and microvesicles (MVs).
ISX was also used to investigate cell loading with PM
and PTS and the transfer of this dual cargo to cell debris.
PM loading was determined via the absolute value of mean
pixel signal on ISX bright-field images which proved before
to be a reliable indicator of intracellular nanoparticle
concentration.[28] Indeed, mean pixel values increased by a
factor of 5 for PM-loaded cells compared to control and PTSloaded cells (Figure 3A). Following starvation or mechanical
stress in the chip, PM-loaded cells displayed equivalent mean
pixel values. However, mean pixel values decreased by a factor
two for cells cultured in exosome-depleted complete medium,
probably due to cell division and PM dilution. The mean pixel
values were highly correlated for cells and debris (R2 = 0.94)
(Figure 3A,B), the higher the PM loading of precursor cells,
the higher the PM loading for the released debris.
PM loading in debris was also evaluated by the percentage
of debris above a mean pixel value threshold (Figure S3, Supporting Information). PM loading was observed for about 80%
of debris from PM-labeled cells and following starvation or
mechanical stress. In contrast, the percentage of PM-loaded
debris was only 10% in exosome-depleted complete culture
medium in agreement with mean pixel value data.
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PTS loading was investigated by mTHPC fluorescence
emission in cells and debris (Figure 3C,D). Of note, culture
in exosome-depleted complete medium as well as starvation
and mechanical stress reduced the fluorescence emission
of PMPTS cells, but this effect was more important in complete medium probably owing to cell division. As observed for
PM, PTS load in debris correlated to PTS load in parent cells
confirming a transfer of the drug in debris (R2 = 0.38)
(Figure 3C,D).
Overall, the chip-induced mechanical stress had the highest
impact on cell viability, shape, and size, accompanied by debris
formation. In comparison, 3 day-starvation in serum free
medium has a weaker effect on precursor cells, while cell culture in exosome-depleted complete medium can be regarded
as a mild and even restorative method. In fact, the magnetic
nanoparticles and to a lesser extent the photosensitizer by itself
decreased viability and enhanced debris formation. Culture in
exosome-depleted complete medium counteracted this effect
probably due to (i) cell proliferation and consequent cargo
reduction via its repartition between daughter cells, (ii) reversion of early apoptotic state, and (iii) recapture of cell debris
reaching an equilibrium state between emitted and reinternalized EVs.[29]

2.2. Correlating EV Number and Purity with Different Methods
Avoids Misleads When Comparing Production and Purification
Methods
The conditioned medium of cells recovered from the microfluidic outlet and cultured in serum-free or exosome-depleted
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Figure 4. EV detection by ISX. A) Representative images from ISX of EVs and 1 µm calibration beads. EVs were obtained from HUVEC cells following
loading with magnetic nanoparticles and mTHPC photosensitizer (PMPTS), culture in exosome-depleted complete medium (Serum), culture under
serum-free starvation (Starv), or mechanical stress via the microfluidic chip (Chip) followed by either ultracentrifugation as a purification process (UC)
or magnetic sorting (Mag). Images were acquired in four different channels (bright field, dark field, annexin-FITC green fluorescence, mTHPC (PTS)
red fluorescence). The second column shows the mask generated by IDEAS software to assess area. Histograms represent area distribution for B) EVs
from Starv UC condition and C) 1 µm beads.

complete medium, was centrifuged to remove dead cells and
apoptotic bodies (2000 g for 10 min). In order to isolate EVs
from the obtained supernatant, we compared two purification
techniques: ultracentrifugation, the first-choice conventional
method for EV isolation, and magnetic sorting. This alternative strategy is based on magnetic attraction of EVs labeled with
PM. Magnetic sorting was proved cost effective for cell sorting
and its implementation for single step EV purification could
replace the centrifugal force.
The protocol of ultracentrifugation was designed to retrieve
both the exosomes and microvesicles from serum, starvation,
and chip supernatant (UC condition: 100 000 g for 1 h) or to
pellet only the exosome fraction (UC exo: 10 000 g for 20 min,
followed by 100 000 g for 1 h).
The characterization of single EVs by ISX has been reported,
overcoming the capabilities of conventional flow cytometry.[30]
ISX was used here for the first time to analyze EV yield, size, and
purity as well as dual nanoparticle and PTS cargo depending on
the production method and purification protocol. While ISX analy
sis of cell and debris was made using a ×40 objective, the use of
×60 objective makes it amenable to EV detection and analysis.
EVs were labeled with Annexin V to assess phosphatidylserine
exposure on EV outer membrane. Figure 4A displays some
representative ISX images when no threshold was settled
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for detection, showing EVs and internal calibration beads of
1 µm diameter as an example. We could separate populations
of objects that were single positive for Annexin V or for PTS,
double positive or double negative (Figure S4, Supporting Information). Internal beads were easily distinguished from EVs due
to their much larger dark field intensity and served to calibrate
and quantify the total number of objects per mL. Nanoparticle
load in EVs was evaluated via dark field intensity, as we have
previously reported that nanoparticles enhance dark field intensity due to their light scattering properties.[28] Relative sizing of
EVs could be performed on focused events in comparison to
calibrated multifluorescent 0.5 µm beads and to internal 1 µm
beads as illustrated in Figure 4B,C and Figure S4 (Supporting
Information).
The EV yield obtained by the different production/purification protocols was analyzed comparatively via NTA and ISX on
the basis of the total number of objects detected by each technique (Figure 5). NTA counts were higher than ISX by three to
four orders of magnitude (Figure 5A,B) because NTA features a
detection threshold in size which is much smaller than ISX and
detects particles in general, including EVs as well as protein
aggregates.[31] In contrast ISX could classify objects with respect
to their fluorescence intensities (Anx5-FITC and mTHPC) and
relative sizes.
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Figure 5. Vesicle yield and purity from the different production and purification methods by NTA and ISX. Enumeration of HUVEC vesicle yield by
A) ISX and B) NTA and of double mTHPC and AnxV positive EV yield by ISX for the different production and purification methods: culture in exosomedepleted complete medium (serum), culture under serum-free starvation (starv), or mechanical stress via the microfluidic chip (chip), purification
being performed by ultracentrifugation (UC) or magnetic sorting (MAG). C) Enumeration of HUVEC double mTHPC and AnxV positive vesicle yield
by ISX. D) Vesicle purity assessed via the ratio of NTA particle count to protein mass by Bradford assay and E) Vesicle purity assessed via the ratio of
double mTHPC and AnxV positive EVs events to protein mass by Bradford assay as a function of the production and the purification methods. *, **,
and *** indicate P < 0.05, P < 0.01, and P < 0.001.

NTA indicated that particle yield by spontaneous release in
complete medium (serum UC) was superior to starvation condition, which in turn, was superior compared to chip production (Figure 5B). ISX displayed a similar trend when evaluating
the totality of detected objects (i.e., single positive to annexin V
or mTHPC, double positive and double negative) comprising
also protein aggregates (Figure 5A). According to both NTA
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and ISX, the fraction expected to comprise both exosomes and
microvesicles (serum UC) was more numerous than the fraction containing only exosome (serum UC exo). Both techniques
also indicate that magnetic sorting was less efficient than ultracentrifugation to isolate EVs.
Interestingly, ISX indicated that starvation UC condition displayed the highest yield when considering only the
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double positive objects (Figure 5C), which indicates that it
was more appropriate than serum UC condition to produce
PTS-loaded phosphatidylserine-exposing EVs. Conversely,
the highest fraction of double negative objects (about 50%)
was observed for serum UC compared to less than 20% and
30% for starvation UC and chip UC conditions, respectively
(Figure S5A, Supporting Information). Considering this, NTA
seems to overestimate EV number by taking into account a
majority of nonspecific events that would not represent phosphatidylserine-positive vesicles and/or drug-loaded EVs. Therefore, further analyses were performed in order to investigate
sample purity.
EV purity of the samples obtained by the different methods
was analyzed by NTA and ISX (Figure 5D,E). We evaluated the
NTA purity index that was settled in the literature as the ratio
of NTA particle counts to protein concentration: number of
particles by NTA)/micrograms of proteins by Bradford assay
(Figure 5D). Ratios > 3 × 1010 particles µg−1 indicate very high
EV purity, ratios of 2 × 109 to 2 × 1010 particles µg−1 represent
low to high purity, and any ratios below 1.5 × 109 particles µg−1
evidence impure samples.[32] For comparison, we tested a new,
more restrictive, purity marker based on ISX data by assuming
that only mTHPC positive and AnxV positive events were EVs,
relevant as DDS. Sample purity was then evaluated by the
number of mTHPC and AnxV double positive events µg−1 of
proteins by Bradford assay (Figure 5E).
Starvation protocol provided EVs with an NTA purity index of
about 2 × 1010 particles µg−1, and the purity was lower for spontaneous release in complete medium and mechanical stress (NTA
purity ratios < 1010). This trend was similar for purity assessment by ISX. Hence, although spontaneous release in complete
medium provides the highest yield compared to the other production methods, their low purity reveals contaminants of protein aggregate that are copurified from the complete medium.
Purity index could not be calculated in samples isolated by
magnetic sorting because the protein concentration was under
the detection limit. This suggests that magnetic sorting tends to
exclude protein aggregate contaminants that do not comprise
iron oxide nanoparticles contrary to EVs. This assumption was
supported by ISX showing higher percentage of AnxV positive events for samples isolated by magnetic sorting compared
to ultracentrifugation, regardless of the production protocol
(Figure 5A and Figure S5A, Supporting Information).

2.3. Production and Loading Methods Influence EV Size
and Cargoes—Confronting Imaging Flow Cytometry
and Nanoparticle Tracking Analysis Data
Size distribution by NTA revealed a representative size range
of 50–100 nm for EVs spontaneously released in exosomedepleted medium and 100–150 nm for EVs obtained by starvation and mechanical methods (Figure 6A and Figure S5B,
Supporting Information), regardless of the isolation method.
Conversely, the most representative size range of double
AnxV and mTHPC positive objects by ISX was 500–1000 nm
for EVs spontaneously released in depleted medium and isolated by ultracentrifugation and 100–500 nm for EVs obtained
by starvation or mechanical stress method, regardless of the
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isolation protocol (Figure 6B). Also, magnetic sorting purified
EVs with a larger size range in comparison to ultracentrifugation likely because larger EVs are more responsive to the
magnetic field gradient due to a higher magnetic load. The
difference between ISX and NTA size analysis relate to their
different detection limit and to the specificity of ISX to discriminate double mTHPC and AnxV positive objects, thereby
limiting analysis mislead due to contamination by protein
aggregates.
In addition, ISX allows assessing nanoparticle/drug
load distribution in single EVs. Dark field intensity, reflecting
nanoparticle load, was higher for EVs isolated by magnetic
sorting which selects only the most magnetic EVs (Figure 6C).
In contrast, mTHPC fluorescence intensity was higher in EVs
produced by starvation and mechanical stress methods when
compared to EVs released in complete medium (Figure 6D).
Overall, PTS load was also higher for EVs isolated by ultracentrifugation than by magnetic sorting. These results at the single
EV level were confirmed by spectrophotometric quantification
of the PTS fraction collected in the pellet (Figure S5C,
Supporting Information): most of mTHPC was contained in
the EV pellet in the case of mechanical stress and starvationinduced EVs, whereas mTHPC was mostly in the supernatant
in serum condition.

2.4. Photodynamic Therapeutic Effect of Drug Loaded EVs Is
Related to Their PTS Loading
PTS load in EV samples was determined by fluorimetry,
indicating 0.5 and 0.7 nanomols of mTHPC in EV samples
obtained from one 150 cm2 flask via serum UC and starvation UC, respectively. EV samples obtained by starvation and
isolated by magnetic sorting as well as EVs produced by the
chip method (isolated by UC or magnetic sorting) displayed an
mTHPC loading inferior to 0.1 nanomols (Figure 7A).
In vitro cytotoxicity tests were performed on PC3 prostate
cancer cells incubated with EVs previous to laser exposure
to activate the photosensitizer cargo. Cell metabolic activity
decreased to about 10% of the control cell level for EVs produced by serum and starvation conditions and purified by ultracentrifugation, while it was above 70% for all other conditions.
Results of mTHPC quantification and EV-induced cytotoxicity
were highly correlated. This confirmed that starvation and
serum methods produced therapeutic EVs with the highest
mTHPC load and that ultracentrifugation was more efficient
than magnetic sorting to isolate EV with high PTS content.
While ISX experiments were based on the evaluation of PTS
fluorescent properties, this in vitro cytotoxicity test attested
that the drug itself remained functional after encapsulation
into EVs keeping it therapeutic properties. We also carried
out a functional test to evaluate the magnetic field responsiveness of EVs. EVs obtained by the different production methods
were inserted in a glass/cover slide chamber featuring a micromagnet. EVs were found to experience magnetic attraction,
being trapped on the magnetic tip. This experiment attested
that magnetic nanoparticles conserved their physical properties
inside EVs endowing them with magnetic field responsiveness
(Figure S6, Supporting Information).
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Figure 6. Sizing vesicles by NTA and ISX. A) Vesicle size distribution by NTA, B) vesicle size distribution of double mTHPC and AnxV positive events
by ISX, C) dark field intensity as indicator of nanoparticle loading for EVs, and D) fluorescence intensity as an indicator of mTHPC loading in each
EVs as a function of the production and the purification methods: culture in exosome-depleted complete medium (serum), culture under serum-free
starvation (starv), or mechanical stress via the microfluidic chip (chip), purification being performed by ultracentrifugation (UC) or magnetic sorting
(Mag). *, **, and *** indicate P < 0.05, P < 0.01, and P < 0.001.

Figure 7. EV loading in photosensitizer (mTHPC) and EV-mediated photocytotoxic effect. A) EV internal loading in PTS corresponding to the total
amount of mTHPC in the pellet following ultracentrifugation (100 000 g) as a function of the production and the purification methods: culture in
exosome-depleted complete medium (Serum), culture under serum-free starvation (Starv), or mechanical stress via the microfluidic chip (Chip),
purification being performed by ultracentrifugation (UC) or magnetic sorting (Mag). B) Cell metabolic activity after treatment with PTS-loaded EVs
and irradiation with laser, 100% metabolic activity being the cells not irradiated by the laser. *, **, and *** indicate P < 0.05, P < 0.01, and P < 0.001.
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Table 1. Summary table of EVs characteristics.

3. Conclusions
Herein, we presented different methods for cellular production
and isolation of multifunctional theranostic EVs loaded with
inorganic nanoparticles and a drug. Iron oxide nanoparticles
and mTHPC photosensitizer were chosen as cargo owing to
their respective magnetic and light responsiveness. Apart from
remote magnetic manipulation and combined fluorescence and
MRI detection, such model EVs display cellular phototoxicity[25]
and heating capability.[33] Our comprehensive analysis of precursor cells and offspring debris and EVs point out some important differences depending on the production and purification
methods. Complementary analyses by NTA and ISX evidenced
that there is a fundamental trade-off between EV nanoparticle
load, photosensitizer load, size, yield, purity, and phototoxicity
summarized in Table 1. Contingent to the targeted application,
one could give advantages to EV size, yield, magnetic content,
or drug loading and chose the production/isolation methods
accordingly.
The presence of copurified protein aggregates misleads yield
analysis and size distribution by NTA, especially considering
EV produced in complete medium and by mechanical methods.
By contrast ISX analysis of double AnxV and mTHPC events
represents a more reliable investigation approach to exclude the
interference of such contaminants and specifically detect drugloaded EVs of interest for theranostic applications. Therefore,
we point out a new purity marker based on the ratio of double
AnxV and mTHPC positive events by protein mass. This ratio
is a more stringent purity marker than the one described in
the literature that considers total NTA count events µg−1 of
proteins. Based on ISX purity marker, starvation can be considered the most efficient production method in terms of drugloaded EV yield, low size, purity, photosensitizer content, and
phototoxicity (Table 1). Conversely, EVs spontaneously released
in complete medium had a low purity and biased size due to
protein contaminants. The mechanical method was clearly the
fastest approach as EVs were produced in hours in opposition
to days for the other methods, but the yield in therapeutic EVs
was low and the method was destructive for cells, producing
a high amount of debris or apoptotic bodies. Magnetic sorting
purification had the ability to provide the purest samples but
the yield was still very low compared to ultracentrifugation. In
conclusion, EV production by starvation combined to purification by ultracentrifugation may be considered a reasonable
trade-off to provide theranostic EVs on the basis of the patient
cells.
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Toward the use of EVs as drug delivery vectors, major challenges are still to be overcome. We bet that serum-free methods
like starvation are more prone to reach the patient but need to
be scaled up to reach human scaled doses.

4. Experimental Section
Cell Culture: HUVECs were cultured as adherent cells at 37 °C and 5%
CO2 in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM) supplemented with
10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 100 U mL−1 penicillin and 100 U mL−1
streptomycin.
Magnetic Nanoparticle and Photosensitizer Cell Loading: HUVEC cells
were incubated with 8 nm citrate-coated iron oxide nanoparticles (PM,
5 × 10−3 m iron in serum-free Roswell Park Memorial Institute (RPMI)
medium supplemented with 5 × 10−3 m sodium citrate), as previously
described,[34] and/or with the clinically approved photosensitizer
(PTS)
mTHPC
(meta-tetrahydroxyphenylchlorin)
or
Foscan
(10 × 10−6 m solution in the serum-free RPMI medium) during 2 h at
37 °C.[25] Incubation was followed by two washing steps in serum-free
RPMI medium and a 2 h chase in serum-supplemented DMEM medium
in order to allow nanoparticle internalization. Control cells were labeled
with PM and PTS 3 d before analysis and kept in complete media.
EV Production in Complete Medium: In order to produce EVs from
cells cultured in complete medium containing FBS, the serum was
first ultracentrifuged at 100 000 g for 18 h to remove naturally present
microvesicles and exosomes. HUVECs were cultured during 3 d with
such complete medium containing EV-depleted serum before collecting
the conditioned medium for further isolation of the released EVs.
EV Production by Starvation Method: To trigger EV release, cells
were cultured in serum-free DMEM for 3 days before collecting the
conditioned medium. Serum depletion induced cell stress and the
subsequent release of EVs.
EV Production by Mechanical Stress in a Chip: A microfluidic device was
designed in order to apply mechanical stress on cells, mimicking blood
shear stress on endothelial cells. A master wafer was microfabricated by
standard soft lithography techniques. Channels were fabricated featuring
a constant length of 500 µm and a width of 5 µm and with a thickness
of 10 µm. A microfluidic chip displaying 200 parallel microchannels was
produced by casting polydimethylsiloxane (Sylgard 184 kit; Dow Corning)
on the master wafer and curing it at 65 °C overnight. The chip was
peeled off and bonded to a glass coverslip after plasma activation When
the HUVEC cells were at 90% of confluence, they were detached with cell
dissociation buffer (Thermo-Fischer), suspended at 1 × 106 cells mL−1
in the same buffer and transferred to a 10 mL disposable syringe. Cells
were then extruded at 4 °C through the fabricated microchannels using
a syringe pump at 2 mL h−1. During extrusion, the syringe pump was
placed on a shaker to prevent cells from settling. The extrusion medium
was recovered.
EV Isolation by Ultracentrifugation: First cell debris were eliminated
from conditioned or extrusion medium by 2000 g centrifugation for
10 min. From the supernatant, MVs were isolated after the 10 000 g
ultracentrifugation step for 20 min and exosomes (Exo) were further
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isolated after the final 100 000 g step (1 h). Alternatively, the total
population of EVs (MV + Exo) was isolated with a simple 100 000 g
step for 1 h without 10 000 g step. Vesicles were then resuspended in
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). The total amount of proteins recovered
was measured by Mini-Bradford assay (Bio-Rad).
EV Purification by Magnetic Sorting: Magnetic sorting was performed
on conditioned or extrusion medium after a first centrifugation step
for eliminating apoptotic bodies and dead cells (2000 g for 10 min).
The medium was transferred to a 10 mL syringe and placed overnight
on the edge of a magnet that creates a magnetic field of B = 650 mT
and a magnetic field gradient gradB = 55 T m−1 in the volume of the
syringe. The medium was discarded in a sterile hood after removing the
nozzle. The EV fraction, which remained on the syringe wall closer to the
magnet, was recovered.
Imaging Flow Cytometry of Cells and EVs: The impact of magnetic
and/or PTS labeling as well as the impact of EV production method on
cell viability, circularity, and cell area was investigated by imaging flow
cytometry analysis using an annexin V FITC/propidium iodide (PI) assay kit
(Annexin-V-Fluos kit, Roche) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
Cell images were acquired using the ImageStreamX (ISX) multispectral
imaging flow cytometer (Amnis Corporation, Seattle), collecting
about 10 000 events per sample at 40× magnification. The excitation/
emission wavelengths were 488 nm/[470–560] nm for FITC and 561 nm/
[595–660] nm for PI. Cells and debris were analyzed by ISX immediately
after labeling with AnxV/PI. AnxV+/PI+ double positive cells were
considered as late apoptotic, AnxV+/PI− as early apoptotic, AnxV−/PI+
as necrotic, and AnxV−/PI− double negative as viable. In order to
evaluate PTS loading into cells and debris, a 405 nm wavelength laser
was used for excitation while the fluorescence images were collected
at 660–745 nm spectral detection channel. Dark field images were
acquired using a 785 nm laser. Single stained controls were used for
compensating fluorescence between channel images on a pixel-by-pixel
basis. Cell area and cell circularity was investigated from the bright field
picture of each cell, and calculated using a mask and feature from IDEAS
image-analysis software (Amnis, Seattle). EV images were also acquired
with the ISX. About 10 000 events per sample were collected at 60×
magnification. The presence of PTS and annexin V FITC was investigated
in EV samples, using the same excitation/emission wavelength settings
as for precursor cells. Nonfluorescent speed beads (calibration
SpeedBeads, Amnis, Seattle) of 1 µm were continuously run through the
flow during the operation of the ISX. Speedbeads and Multifluo 0.5 µm
beads (Molecular Probes/Invitrogen) were used for size measurement
performed on bright field images. Images were analyzed using IDEAS
software.
PTS Quantification: The presence of the photosensitizer mTHPC into
EVs was estimated by fluorescence spectrophotometry (Cary Eclipse,
Varian). Fluorescence emission data at the excitation wavelength of
405 nm were used for obtaining mTHPC spectra. Triton X-100 was used
in order to lysate EVs at 0.3% final concentration. Quantification was
carried out by means of a calibration curve.
In Vitro Photodynamic Therapy: Human prostate adenocarcinoma PC3
cells were seeded in 24-well plates and incubated overnight at 37 °C in a
humidified 5% CO2 atmosphere. After PBS rinsing, wells were incubated
overnight in the dark at 37 °C in a humidified 5% CO2 atmosphere with
300 µL of EVs in DMEM media without phenol red obtained from around
400 000 cells treated by the different EV production methods. Wells were
irradiated individually at a light fluence of 10 J cm−2 (100 mW cm−2
for 100 s) by means of a 650 nm diode laser featuring a fiber delivery
system (BWT, Beijing, China). Cells were incubated for 24 h before
cytotoxicity assessment by Alamar Blue test (Invitrogen), according to
supplier’s instructions. Cells were incubated with 10% Alamar Blue in
complete medium for 2 h. After incubation, the medium was transferred
to a 96-well plate for analysis using a FLUOstar Optima (BMG Labtech,
GmbH) microplate reader (excitation 550 nm, emission 590 nm).
Nanoparticle Tracking Analysis: EV size distribution and concentration
were determined with NTA using a Nanosight LM10-HS (NanoSight,
UK) with a 532 nm laser. Before measurements, EVs were diluted with
sterile PBS (confirmed to be particle free). For each sample, ten movies
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of 12 s were recorded using camera level 16 and analyzed by NTA
software using the same threshold. NTA postacquisition settings were
optimized and kept constant between triplicate analysis.
Micromagnetophoresis: The magnetophoretic velocity of EVs moving
toward a micromagnet tip was analyzed using a previously published
experimental setup.[35] In brief, magnetophoresis was observed with
a 60× objective from an optical microscope (DMIRB Leica; Leica
Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) connected to a charge-coupled
device camera and a computer. Image J software was used to follow
the x,y-position of each individual nanocontainer through the stack of
successive frames captured at regular time intervals in a region 100 µm
apart from the tip surface (in which the corresponding magnetic field
gradient is gradB = 194 T m−1).
Statistical Data Analysis: Statistics Data are presented as standard
deviation from the mean (n ≥ 3). Student t-test and analysis of variance
(ANOVA) test were carried out to determine a significant difference
between two or more groups using Prism 3.0 version of GraphPad
software (USA). A minimum of 95% confidence level was considered
significant (*** indicates P < 0.0001; ** indicates P < 0.01; * indicates
P < 0.05, and NS means not statistically significant).
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